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Robustness and Scalability of Regional Climate Projections Over Europe
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Climate change projections for Europe consistently indicate a future decrease in summer precipitation over southern Europe and an increase over northern Europe. However, individual models substantially modulate these overarching precipitation change signals. Despite considerable model improvements as well as increasingly higher model resolutions in regional downscaling efforts, these apparent inconsistencies so far seem unresolved. In the present study, we analyze European seasonal temperature and precipitation climate change projections using all readily available pan-European regional climate model projections for the twenty-first century with model resolution increasing from ≈50 to ≈12 km grid distances from the CORDEX modeling project. This allows for an in-depth analysis of what may be the most robust projection of the future climate. Employing a simple scaling with the global mean temperature change enables the identification of emerging robust signals of seasonal changes in temperature and precipitation. Likewise, the “what-if” approach, i.e., analyzing the climate change signal from transient experiments at the time of an emerging global temperature exceedance of e.g., 1, 2, or 3 degrees offers a policy relevant approach to providing more accurate projections. A comparison of the projections from these two approaches has never before been done in a comprehensive manner and is the subject of the present paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C (IPCC, 2018), a global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels is used as a target to understand how this warming will impact society and how drastic climate change mitigation actions are needed. At the current rate of change, this target is expected to be reached somewhere between 2030 and 2052. The geographical patterns of the ongoing change are indicators of what the near future may bring and how the longer-time average changes may manifest themselves. If no changes are made to moderate a business-as-usual societal development, it is very likely that a higher warming level will be reached increasing the risks for negative societal impacts.

To better understand the near-to-long-term climate change information, climate models are commonly used. Often, a “what-if” approach is used, analyzing climate simulations around the point in time where a target is crossed. For example, Vautard et al. (2014) used an ensemble of 30-year time slices around the point in time where the projected average global temperatures
reach 2°C. They pointed out that Europe will generally experience a higher warming than 2°C, even if mitigation keeps the global average change lower than 2°C. The Copenhagen Accord (UNFCCC, 2009) agreeing on a global 2°C warming target as compared to the pre-industrial value. This agreement has been found to be increasingly challenging to fulfill (Peters et al., 2012; Stocker, 2013; Knutti et al., 2016) and it is likely that a warming of 3 or 4°C will be reached by the end of the century with profound consequences (New et al., 2011). Sanderson et al. (2011) used the A2 scenario from the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007) to study high-end (>4°C) and more moderate (<4°C) projections for the twenty-first century. For the European area, they show little difference between the two classes of global model sensitivity, other than a larger warming in Southern Europe during the summer per degree of global warming for the high-end projections.

Climate models continue to exhibit large inter-model differences due to, among other things, differences in cloud parameterization schemes (Van Weverberg et al., 2013), resolution (Evans and McCabe, 2013), physics (Schwartz et al., 2010), land-surface, water cycle representation (Larsen et al., 2016), and sea ice treatment (Rae et al., 2012). Furthermore, climate models have systematic biases, which further complicates the extraction of useful climate change information. To provide such information, Santer et al. (1990) proposed using a pattern scaling approach. This approach implies a linear relationship between patterns of regional climate change and the average global temperature change. The approach has the considerable advantage of providing climate change information for time periods or emission scenarios for which no simulation is available (Lustenbergen et al., 2014). Since Santer et al. (1990), pattern scaling has been widely used (Huntingford and Cox, 2000; Mitchell, 2003; Sanderson et al., 2011; Lustenbergen et al., 2014; Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014; Christensen et al., 2015, 2019). It is worth noting that one of the major conclusions of Mitchell (2003) is the necessity to use a large ensemble to achieve a sufficiently large change signal when compared with the inter-model spread [also called the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)] to identify a robust signal.

Many coordinated experiments such as CMIP3 (Meehl et al., 2007), CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012), PRUDENCE (Christensen et al., 2002; Christensen and Christensen, 2007), ENSEMBLES (Van der Linden and Mitchell, 2009; Christensen et al., 2010), and CORDEX (Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015; Gutowski et al., 2016) have offered the opportunity to deepen our understanding of pattern scaling by using model ensembles (Lustenbergen et al., 2014; Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014; Christensen et al., 2015, 2019). For the particular case of temperature and precipitation, Tebaldi and Arblaster (2014) analyzed the robustness of pattern scaling across time, Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP), and models using the third and fifth phases of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3 and CMIP5). They concluded that the RCP2.6 scenario is not well suited for pattern scaling due to a weak signal. They also pointed out that pattern variability is explained by the inter-member variability rather than the RCP variability. Their results showed that the pattern scaling is insensitive to the choice of emission scenarios (RCP4.5 or RCP8.5). Overall, only small differences were noted, suggesting that pattern scaling might provide a robust type of information across RCPs. They have also shown a greater variability of the signal for precipitation compared to temperature, which is likely due to differences in parameterization of cumulus convection together with cloud formation (Santer et al., 1990). To better understand high-end scenarios, Christensen et al. (2015) investigated the European response to a global mean warming of 6°C. They showed that a such response was largely linear in global temperature change, comparing to the scaled patterns produced from previous experiments (ENSEMBLES and PRUDENCE), with extreme precipitation as a notable exception (extremes are outside the scope of this study).

Recently, Christensen et al. (2019) applied and compared pattern scaling from several coordinated experiment (PRUDENCE, ENSEMBLES and CORDEX). Their results show comparable patterns and ranges between these projects, suggesting that pattern scaling is robust across modeling initiatives over time. They also compared the scaled patterns of an observational dataset, here using CRU (Harris et al., 2014), and also here show a high correspondence with scaled patterns originating from the coordinated experiments. This result strongly supports that the linearity of pattern scaling is also observed and can be extended to, at least, the end of the twenty-first century. However, models tend to need time to stabilize, so scaled patterns might not emerge until a period of years or even decades. Some studies have analyzed the time dependence of pattern scaling using time-slice experiments (Mitchell, 2003; Lustenbergen et al., 2014; Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014), but the question has not previously been properly studied using a continuous timeline.

In general, the information provided by scaled patterns should be addressed with special attention to the robustness of the signal. It is commonly agreed that the climate change signal must exceed the inter-model spread to reflect proper robustness (Mitchell, 2003; McSweeney and Jones, 2013). In this paper, we wish to address this aspect on a pan-European scale as well as on smaller sub-regions, previously addressed in projects such as ENSEMBLES. The first part of this study shows scaled patterns of the EURO-CORDEX simulations (Jacob et al., 2014) and analyses their levels of robustness. In the second part of the study, the emergence of a significant signal in the scaled patterns is studied to enable a subsequent analysis comparing the what-if approach and the pattern scaling approach. The analysis on the emergence of robust change signals is necessary to enable the detection of patterns extracted from different time windows using the what-if approach. The final focus of the study is to address the robustness of emerging scaled patterns for precipitation and temperature using different metrics on signal, noise and variability. The methodology is explained in section 2 followed by the results in section 3 and finally a brief conclusions is given.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data and Sub-domains
The temperature and precipitation fields from the EURO-CORDEX experiment (Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015) at 0.11°
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(EUR-11) and 0.44° (EUR-44) are used (see Figure 1) for RCP 4.5 and 8.5.

Figure 2 shows the EURO-CORDEX domain and the sub-domains used in this study, with subdomain 6 slightly modified compared to Christensen and Christensen (2007). The analysis on sub-domains is performed to enhance the understanding of regional-to-local signals. Only aggregated results combining RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 are shown; however, analyses suggest (not shown) that no significant differences exist between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 after scaling, as also shown globally by Tebaldi and Arblaster (2014) and regionally for Europe, as in the present study, in Christensen et al. (2019).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. The Pattern Scaling Approach

The pattern scaling is defined as the climate change of a 20-year mean (relative to 1985–2004) of the temperature and precipitation fields scaled by the global mean temperature change of the relevant GCM. In this study, the end-century scaled pattern is defined as the one calculated from 2080 to 2099, the latest period available for all models, divided by the time averaged global mean temperature change for the period.

2.2.2. The What-If Approach

The procedure used in the what-if approach is straightforward, as it extracts the year where the GCM in question, for all GCM-RCM combinations, crosses the selected climate change thresholds of 1, 2, and 3°C, respectively, at the first occurrence. We have not observed any multiple crossings, so this definition is unique here. Around the extracted years, a 20-year time average was then calculated from each model member combination followed by averaging all the members. Note that the scale of all patterns extracted by the what-if approach is adjusted to 1°C value (for example, the resulting 3°C pattern was divided by three).

2.2.3. Signal-To-Noise Ratio

As presented in Christensen et al. (2019), the S/N is produced for each scaled pattern output combination and on the results from the what-if approach. The S/N is defined as:

\[ S/N = \frac{\langle SP \rangle}{\sigma_{SP}}, \]

where \( \langle SP \rangle \) is the scaled patterns average of all the members and \( \sigma_{SP} \) is the inter-member (32 members for EUR-11 and 35 members for EUR-44; see Figure 1) standard deviation of the scaled patterns from the net model results (i.e., there is no inter-annual variability component in this noise). The S/N is considered a good proxy of the robustness of the signal. When S/N > 1, the level of change is identified as significant change. It is worth noting that precipitation results are shown for relative changes (in %) unless stated otherwise.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Scaled Pattern at the End of the Century

The end-of-century scaled patterns for temperature in DJF (first two rows of Figure 3) are showing strong warming in the north-east of the domain with a smaller value over the Atlantic Ocean as also observed by other studies (Christensen et al., 2015, 2019). However, although some larger differences can be observed in the S/N, the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1 (shown in the upper-left corner of each figure) is quite small if not zero. Only the area over the Atlantic Ocean is affected by S/N < 1 due to a moderate climate change signal. Note that EUR-44 is slightly warmer than the EUR-11. This is caused by the slightly different model ensembles available. Employing only models and hence identical model ensembles for the two resolutions, the scaled patterns between EUR-11 and EUR-44 do not show differences in temperature (not shown).

The scaled patterns of the precipitation fields for DJF (last two rows of Figure 3) are showing, overall, a future with a wetter climate over northern Europe and drier conditions over the southern and north-western parts of the domain; the S/N ratio is quite similar. However, the percentage of grid points with S/N < 1 is considerably higher for precipitation (53, 63% for EUR-11 and EUR-44, respectively) indicating a higher disparity between ensemble members. In general, Northern European land areas have S/N larger than one. This is consistent with the global tendency of increased intensity of the hydrological cycle with global warming. The results show relatively low-level noise over
the European region and a larger signal over the Scandinavian and Russian area. The low-level noise over the European continent is likely due to the large-scale circulation constraint dominating this mid-latitude region in this season (stratiform precipitation from large low-pressure systems) (Sørland et al., 2018).

The scaled patterns of JJA temperature (Figure 4) is showing a more homogeneous warming over the domain than DJF with the highest warming rates in the southern and northeastern parts of the domain as also observed in Christensen et al. (2019). In general, the JJA scaled precipitation patterns have a smaller S/N than those for DJF. Due to large inter-member disparities as seen here for JJA, as likely affected by the reproduction of convective precipitation, the percentage of grid points with S/N < 1 is higher (78, 83% for EUR-11 and EUR-44, respectively) than for DJF. The area where S/N > 1 over the Iberian Peninsula it is due to a stronger signal. It is expected that noise levels are higher in summer than in winter, as weather is more locally generated, which also means that the role of the regional model for noise is higher than in winter; this was originally described by Déqué et al. (2007). Further discussions on the robustness in relation to S/N is seen in section 3.4. The large levels of noise for JJA and DJF in the southern parts of the domain are related to the use of relative rather than absolute changes. This is supported by both a small absolute signal and a small absolute noise for this region (see Figure 12).

The results presented in this section are similar to those presented in previous studies (Tebaldi and Arblaster, 2014; Christensen et al., 2015, 2019). In order to study the what-if approach, a deeper investigation of the evolution of the emerging scaled patterns is needed.

3.2. Emergence of the End-Of-Century Scaled Pattern

This section is focusing on the emergence of the scaled patterns. To depict the emergence of the scaled patterns, movies are available in the Supplementary Material showing the temporal evolution of the temperature and the scaled precipitation patterns for JJA and DJF (see Supplementary Videos S1, S2, respectively). Figure 5 shows the main statistics of the annual evolution of the scaled patterns from 2005 to 2090 (i.e., the 2005 level is calculated from the 1995–2014 period and so forth). The main purpose is to show at which time the scaled patterns shown...
FIGURE 3 | Scaled 2080–2099 DJF patterns for combinations of temperature (A–D) / precipitation (E–H) and EUR-11 (A,B,E,F)/EUR-44 (C,D,G,H). The left column shows the inter-member noise and the right column shows the 2080–2099 scaled patterns. The contour lines shown in the right column show the S/N ratio and the gray shading depicts areas of S/N < 1. The numbers in the upper left corner of the right column show the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1. Note that both columns have the same unit.
FIGURE 4 | As for Figure 3 but for JJA.
in section 3.1 emerge at various geographical locations and scales.

The first row of Figure 5 shows the spatial correlation between the scaled patterns calculated each year against the 2080–2099 scaled patterns (as shown in Figures 3, 4). The spatial correlation for temperature (Figure 5A) reaches the asymptotic unit value for all seasons and for both resolutions early in the century (around 2035). The latest alignment to the asymptotic value is
seen for the JJA season, which again is likely due to smaller-scale convective weather systems. For absolute precipitation change, the evolution of correlations (Figure 5B) is more divergent than for temperature, reaching unity at a later stage (around 2080). However, the correlation levels seem to stabilize around 2050. For precipitation, DJF is the last season to reach its asymptotic value.

The second and the third rows of Figure 5 show the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1 and the value of the spatial average of S/N, respectively. For temperature (Figure 5C), the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1 is relatively low early in the period. For EUR-11, a level of 0% is reached around 2040 whereas EUR-44 decreases to around 2% at the end of the century. The scaled precipitation patterns differ substantially from those of temperature (Figure 5D), starting at approximately 100% for all seasons and resolutions, decreasing steadily to levels between 50 and 85% at the end of the century. Accordingly, the spatial average of S/N is increasing for both variables (Figures 5E,F). At the start of the period, spatially averaged temperature S/N levels are already >1 reaching values between 4 and 6.4 at the end of the century (across seasons and resolutions) for temperature. However, although S/N levels also increase in precipitation, the spatial average is comparatively lower and shows a slower increase toward the end of the century, suggesting a much noisier field for precipitation. Note
that the absolute signal has been used in order to avoid too large disparities due to use of relative value. The fourth row of Figure 5 depicts the spatial mean of the inter-member standard deviation of the scaled patterns. It is seen that regardless of variable, season and resolution, the inter-member disparity of the scaled patterns is larger in the beginning of the period and converges at the end of the century, which is in agreement with the results of the first rows of Figure 5. The last row of Figure 5 shows the spatial standard deviation of the ensemble mean scaled patterns normalized by the level at the end of the century. The results suggest that the spread between variables, seasons, and resolutions is higher early in the period, due to the large noise here, becoming increasingly similar toward the end of the century. The scaled precipitation patterns seem to converge to unity more rapidly than the temperature. This may be explained by the fact that warming over land is generally faster than the global average; therefore the mid-century is scaled by a smaller warming amplitude than the probably more relevant regional warming. As the sea catches up with the land during the century, this effect is diminished. Furthermore, the curves group together more rapidly than in the case of precipitation. In general, EUR-44 seems to differ somewhat from EUR-11 which is likely due to the slightly different sets of members between the EUR-11/EUR-44 model groups (not shown).

Although Figure 5 gives a general idea of the robustness of the signal in scaled patterns, Figure 6 shows that there are important local differences between the subregions. Figures 6A–H is showing the same as Figure 5D, but for land grid points of individual subregions (as shown in Figure 2), for all inland grid points (Figure 6I) and all water grid points (Figure 6J). Overall, all subdomains have more or less the same behavior; (1) levels of 100% is generally seen at the beginning decreasing toward the end of the century; (2) some large differences in seasons are seen with JJA showing the slowest decline; (3) DJF reaches the lowest levels (except for the Iberian Peninsula; Figure 6C).

The high value shown for the Alps (Figure 6D) and the Mediterranean (Figure 6F) area is due to a persistently stronger noise (not shown) likely to be produced by the complex topography of the Alps and land/sea effects from the vast coastlines of the Mediterranean. Despite some variations in the evolution of the statistics and relatively low S/N, the movies (Supplementary Video S1) suggest that the underlying emerging patterns are already recognizable from around 2020.

### 3.3. Comparison Between the Pattern Scaling and the What-If Worlds

The main purpose of this section is to analyze the robustness and persistence of the scaled patterns by comparison to the patterns resulting from the what-if approach.

Figure 7 shows the global average of the ensemble mean of the 2 m temperature from the CMIP5 model used as driving data for this study. The black, blue, and red lines are the historical, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. The shadow represents the standard deviation of the model ensemble. The years in the legend represent the year where the 1°C was crossed by the global ensemble mean.

The mean what-if result at 1°C warming for JJA temperature (second column of Figure 8) shows a good correspondence (correlation of 0.93 and 0.97) with the scaled patterns for both resolutions (for Figures 8B,F, respectively), which was expected since the scaled temperature patterns converge rapidly (see Figure 5A). The results from the other two thresholds are also similar (showing pattern correlations of 0.98 [0.99] and 0.99 [0.99], respectively, for the 2 and 3°C thresholds for EUR-11 [EUR-44]; Figures 8C,D [Figures 8G,H], respectively). The main difference is seen in the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1 since EUR-11 (Figures 8A–D) shows levels of 0–1% for all temperature thresholds whereas EUR-44 (Figures 8E–H) shows a decrease from 7 to 0% with the increasing threshold from 1 to 3°C as also expected from Figure 5C. This is mostly due to a combination of low change signal and a large noise (Figures 4C, D). However, it is worth noting that the number of available members (lower-left corner) decreases as the threshold increases, since some simulations never reach the higher thresholds.

For JJA precipitation (Figure 9), S/N is below 1 in 99% of the domain for the 1°C patterns making this scenario unusable (Figures 9B–F) for both resolutions. Also, the overall signal of the 1°C patterns differ from the scaled patterns [with correlations of 0.63 and 0.69 for EUR-11 and EUR-44, respectively (Figures 9B–F)] with the most notable differences south of the Baltic Sea, in the Mediterranean and in the southern parts of the domain. In contrast, the 2 and the 3°C patterns (third and fourth column of Figure 9) are showing a higher correlation than the 1°C pattern. However, in terms of correlation, little improvement is noted going from the 2°C to
FIGURE 8 | JJA temperature. 2080–2099 scaled fields (A,E), fields from the what-if approach for the 1°C (B,F), 2°C (C,G), and 3°C (D,H) for the EUR-11 domain and EUR-44 domain (A–D and E–H, respectively). The metrics shown in the corners of the figures include the percentage of grid points where S/N < 1 (upper left), the number of model members (lower left) and the correlation between the scaled pattern and the what-if approach (upper right for the what-if subplots). It is worth noting that the scale of the what-if patterns have to be multiplied by their threshold values to obtain actual warming.

3.4. The Trustworthy Change Signal

In this study, we have defined the trustworthy information as the one where the main signal is detectable from the inter-model spread (S/N > 1). This is quite straightforward with temperature since S/N is almost always >1, except occasionally for the North Atlantic area. However, the quantity of information judged untrustworthy for the precipitation patterns is larger. The S/N metric might be misleading since negligible or small change signals are more likely to be judged as untrustworthy although usable information can in fact be extracted. McSweeney and Jones (2013) discuss this issue by using the interannual variability as noise and claim that a clear distinction should be made between “no signal” and a signal overwhelmed by noise. In this section, we wish to present some additional thoughts on this issue.

To deepen our understanding, several other metrics were selected and applied on the absolute field of precipitation. The first column of Figure 12 shows the inter-member noise of the scaled patterns. A bootstrap analysis with replacement using 1,000 samples was used to create 1,000 estimates of the noise. The resulting bootstrap average shows a similar, but weaker, pattern compared to those shown in Figures 3, 4. Furthermore, the 25th–75th range is quite narrow. The results together suggest that a few outlier members have a considerable impact on the noise, especially in the Alps and Mediterranean areas (confirmed by a qualitative visual evaluation).

As stated, it is expected that areas with high noise relative to the change signal should be judged untrustworthy; in that sense the S/N metric (second column of Figure 12—as also shown in Figures 9, 11) is suitable. But, using this metric, some regions are judged untrustworthy because of a combination of a
weak signal and a weak noise (for example the Eastern part of the Mediterranean; subdomain 7 in Figure 2). Such weak noise should be considered when trying to extract a valuable signal. For the rest of the Mediterranean area the noise is large and the change signal weak, making it difficult to extract trustworthy information from this region.

The second metric used to judge the trustworthy information is to apply a quantitative threshold on the noise as shown here using 0.1 mm/day (third column of Figure 12), which in essence is a small change over a three month period (≈10 mm). By applying this threshold, numerous grid points become trustworthy in comparison with the conventional S/N approach (as shown by the decrease in the percentage of the untrustworthy grid points in the upper left of each figure) albeit still keeping all areas with high noise levels out of the trustworthy signal. The subjective selection of threshold level, however, might be disputable and it may also be region-specific.
The third metric is based on the Variability of the Scaled Patterns (VSP). The VSP is calculated by splitting the last 50 years of the scaled patterns evolution (from 2041 to 2090) into five decades (i.e., 2041–2050 and so forth). Using these five times slices an inter-decadal variability was calculated and then temporally averaged. The five decades are basically treated in the same way as would have been done with perturbed members for an internal variability study (see Lucas-Picher et al., 2008, for example). We interpret the VSP as the “natural” variability of the scaled patterns. So, all noise smaller than the VSP should not be considered. In Figure 12, the fourth column shows the available signal when not considering noise < VSP. This method has the advantage to produce trustworthy information using grid points with a low signal. Such an approach could be further complemented with the conventional S/N > 1 metric, which as shown in the fifth column of Figure 12. One can see that the resulting percentage of the available signal is higher than using the S/N metric, but less than using the 0.1 mm/day threshold. It is worth noting that a better description of VSP is needed to understand uncertainties related to scaled patterns.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, the robustness and scalability of regional climate projections over Europe have been studied using the EUROCORDEX dataset. In the first section, the 2080–2099 scaled patterns of temperature and precipitation for DJF and JJA have been shown. In winter, the land is warmer than the ocean with a south-to-north warming gradient. During summer, the land is overall still warmer than the ocean and the warming is more homogeneous than in winter. The noise is smaller for temperature than precipitation for both seasons. In general, the noise is higher in the North Atlantic for all seasons in combination with a weak change signal resulting in areas where S/N < 1. The noise in precipitation is larger for the Alps and the Mediterranean, but weaker for the North Atlantic Ocean.

The second section analyzes the emergence of the scaled patterns, as also visualized in an animation (Supplementary Information). It has been shown that the scaled temperature patterns emerge faster than the corresponding patterns for precipitation. For temperature, the areas of trust (grid points where S/N > 1) increase to 100% toward the end of the century whereas a stabilization of 50–60% is seen for precipitation around 2050. The large noise throughout the century related to the scaled precipitation pattern suggests that the precipitation pattern is not as linear as is the case with temperature. However, although the signal drowns in the inter-member noise (the ratio of which decreases through the century), the consistency in the scaled precipitation patterns from 2020 suggests that the precipitation field is actually scalable at longer timescales.

The third section of the results shows a comparison between the scaled patterns and the pattern extracted from a what-if approach, where thresholds of 1, 2, and 3°C were employed. It has been shown that the patterns from the 2 and 3°C what-if approach results were highly similar to the end of century scaled patterns of temperature and also largely to the scaled precipitation pattern. The 1°C what-if patterns differed due to a lack of signal as elaborated below. It could also be seen (for both variables/seasons/resolutions) that the percentage of trustworthy grid points was increasing from the 1 to 2°C results and that no major differences were seen between 2 and 3°C and the scaled pattern. This latter result corresponds to the
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FIGURE 12 | Inter-member noise (A,F,K,P) of the 2080–2099 scaled precipitation patterns where different thresholds have been used: (1) S/N \(>1\) (B,G,L,Q), (2) considering only grid points with Noise > 0.1 mm/day (C,H,M,R), considering only grid points with Noise < VSP (D,I,N,S) and (4) considering only grid points with S/N > 1 together with Noise < VSP (E,J,O,T). The results are shown for JJA and DJF (A–J and K–T, respectively) and both resolutions for absolute precipitation. The contour lines show the S/N ratio and the gray shading depicts “low-trust” areas defined by the metric selected. In the upper left corner of each figure, the percentage of shaded grid points is shown.

finding that patterns were stabilized around 2050. Nonetheless, patterns are already recognizable as early as 2020. The major difference was noted while comparing the 1°C precipitation patterns with the scaled ones. The percentage of trustworthy information is almost 0 for the 1°C results and the patterns were poorly represented. This suggests that patterns extracted from analyses with a 1°C threshold should not be used, whereas scaled patterns provide a more robust signal, as do 2 and 3°C patterns. It is worth noting that, although the pattern scaling approach provided important and robust information about the future climate change, this approach does not take into account any non-linear feedback from global warming. Those feedbacks might have a non-negligible impact on pattern scaling whereas processes with longer time scales (e.g., soil processes and permafrost in particular; Christensen 1999; Stendel and Christensen 2002) might be a reason for caution for longer projections and scales of the presented results. In Christensen et al. (2015), the scalability of regional climate signals with global temperature change was studied, and only extreme precipitation showed any strong deviation from linearity in this connection. In taking a pattern scaling approach, as many simulated climate change signals as possible are included, which is a direct way to improve the signal-to-noise ratio suppressing low-frequency variability.

Finally, the last results section is an attempt to raise the challenging issue of the “level of trust” in using a multi-model ensemble climate change signal. At first, the conventional metric S/N was used. It has, however, been suggested that this latter metric might misjudge information where a low-level change signal is located. Therefore, to deepen our understanding, an arbitrary threshold was applied to the noise resulting in increased levels, or areas, of trustworthy information. Only high noise
regions, such as the Alps and the Mediterranean, remained below the trust level threshold. To overcome arbitrariness in the selection of this threshold, the variability of scaled patterns was calculated and used as a new threshold for the noise. It has been shown that when this threshold is combined with the conventional S/N, low-level signals, which were otherwise judged as unusable, become available as trustworthy change information. This study shows that pattern scaling can be used to analyze low-to high-level climate change signals with sufficient robustness for climate adaptation and mitigation for the likely climate evolution through the century.
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